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Organic Space Age
South african producer/flutist Pearce van der Merwe (aka Flooting Grooves) and british/swiss multiinstrumentalist Daniel
Symons (aka Dymons) both members of “The Peaking Goddess Collective” got together to create this long awaited album.
“Cosmosophy - Organic Space Age” is a melting pot of many influences. Coming from different yet similar musical horizons
Pearce and Dan have brought together their knowledge as instrumentalists as much as electronic sonic wizards to make a
new kind of electro/accoustic music.
Fat driving basslines, tribal and groovy beats, floating scapes, dreamy melodies and mysterious sounds and are the
ingredients to this feast for the soul.
It also features Eulogio “Mambi” Arguelles-Puey, Cuban master of the congas and batas, Yann Shirardin with deep feeling
on guitars and Eliot Short fiddling on the viola, the violin and mandolins.
With musical inspiration from all over the world and the ages a new journey is born…
A touch of funk, of the 70’s, breakbeats, ethnic, world fusion, dub, afro-beat, electronica, psychedelic and progressive trance…
the combination of all these elements makes for a very ecclectic and even avantgarde album some say... Very groovy
and flowing, subtly shifting atmospheres, down to earth dancing pulses and yet flying high like divine ecstatic dream
states… Psychedelic Grooves shall we call it?
The lot is wrapped in a beautiful piece of original artwork by visionary artist Luke Brown.
Mixed by Daniel Symons at Alchemy Studios, Switzerland
Mastered by Jake Perrine at RFI/CD in Seattle, WA
Cover design by Daniel Symons
Artwork by Luke Brown

Track List:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Creak Inn 111 bpm
Afrology 120 bpm
Metaforia 124 bpm
Galactivation 124 bpm
Caravan To Hawai 128 bpm
Interstellar Transmission 130 bpm
And Babylon Came Down 128 bpm
Transcending 130 bpm
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